
mit/miss (send)
origin: Latin 
mittere (‘mitt-eh-reh’) = to send

missile
‘miss-eye-ul’ 
An object which is launched at a 
target with intention to damage or 
destroy

mission
‘mish-un’ 
An important task given to one or 
more people

intermittent
‘in-ter-mitt-unt’ 
Happening occasionally rather 
than continuously

transmit
‘trans-mitt’ 
To send something from one place to another, 
especially an electronic signal

🏹

🔊



Complete the words with the root mit or miss to match the 
definition.

mit 
miss 

Fill it in

Name: ____________________________

🏹
mit/miss=send

o _ _ _  
to leave or miss out

 dis _ _ _ _ 
to send away or reject

e _ _ _ 
to send or give out, especially heat or light

per _ _ _ 
to allow something to 

happen

trans _ _ _ 
To send something from one place to 

another, especially an electronic signal

_ _ _ _ ile 
An object which is 

launched at a target 
with intention to 

damage or destroy

_ _ _ _ ion 
An important task given to one or more people

inter_ _ _ tent 
happening occasionally rather than 

continuously



Match each word containing the root mit or miss to its meaning.

Match it up

Name: ____________________________

permission

omit

commit

intermittent

admission

to carry out, or to promise to 
do something

being allowed to do 
something

to send or give out, especially 
heat or light

happening occasionally rather 
than continuously

letting someone in, or saying 
something is true

to leave or miss outemit

mit 
miss 
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Chose the best word below that uses the root mit or miss to 
complete the people’s sentences.

Finish the phrase

Name: ____________________________

#

🍪%

&'

(

)

May I have _______________ to go to the loo?

OK, I ________________________ it. I took 

the last chocolate chip cookie.

admi
t permission

Lower carbon ________________________ are 

important for stopping global warming.

Our next  _____________________ is to the 

international space station .

emissionsdismissive

My teacher was very ______________ of 

my reason for not doing my homework.

missi
on

mit 
miss 
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In each box, write a word that uses the root mit or miss. Then draw 
a picture to illustrate that word.

Picture this

Name: ____________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

mit 
miss 
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Take turns to fill a box by completing a word that uses the root mit 
or miss. After you’ve written the word, say out loud what it means. 
The first player to complete a line of three boxes vertically, 
horizontally or diagonally wins.

Noughts & Crosses

Name: ____________________________

_ _ _ _ ion _ _ _ _ mit

per _ _ _ 

e _ _ _

o _ _ _

per _ _ _ _ iondis_ _ _ _ ive

_ _ _ _ ile inter _ _ _ ent

mit 
miss 
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